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ABSTRACT: Monitoring single molecule probe rotations is
an increasingly common approach to studying dynamics of
complex systems, including supercooled liquids. Even with
advances in fluorophore design and detector sensitivity, such
measurements typically exhibit low signal to noise and signal
to background ratios. Here, we simulated and analyzed
orthogonally decomposed fluorescence signals of single
molecules undergoing rotational diffusion in a manner that
mimics experimentally collected data of probes in small
molecule supercooled liquids. The effects of noise, back-
ground, and trajectory length were explicitly considered, as were the effects of data processing approaches that may limit the
impact of noise and background on assessment of environmental dynamics. In many cases, data treatment that attempts to
remove noise and background were found to be deleterious. However, for short trajectories below a critical signal to background
threshold, a thresholding approach that successfully removed data points associated with noise and spared those associated with
signal allowed for assessment of environmental dynamics that was as accurate and precise as would be achieved in the absence of
noise.

Systems in which contiguous nanoscale regions display
heterogeneity in structure and/or dynamics are common in

biology and in materials science. Single molecule approaches
have proven powerful in directly investigating and detailing the
distribution of structure and/or dynamics in such environ-
ments.1−6

The most commonly employed single molecule techniques
rely on fluorescence from high quantum yield endogenous or
exogenous probes. Despite significant advances in available
fluorophores and detector sensitivity, single molecule fluo-
rescence measurements typically display low signal intensities
relative to noise and background. This problem is particularly
acute in frontier areas for single molecule measurements, such
as in live cells and in systems in which total internal reflection
approaches cannot be implemented. Poor signal to noise may
affect the ability to localize a single molecule’s fluorescence as is
required in localization and super-resolution microscopy and
may also complicate analysis of time-dependent data, including
in determining evolving position and orientation of mobile
molecules.
Single molecule fluorescence microscopy has previously been

implemented to image probe molecules in molecular super-
cooled liquids.7 Supercooled liquids are thought to be
dynamically heterogeneous, with molecules just nanometers
apart displaying dynamics that differ substantially despite the
absence of overt structural heterogeneity.8−12 To detail the
degree to which supercooled liquids are dynamically heteroge-
neous and the length and time-scales over which these
heterogeneities exist and persist, techniques that probe
molecular length scales are critical. As such, single molecule

studies hold promise for elucidating key questions about
supercooled liquids.
Most small molecule supercooled liquids have refractive

indices and exist in temperature ranges such that implementing
total internal reflection microscopy (TIRF) is impractical. As
such, standard epi-fluorescence microscopy has typically been
employed. For investigated systems thicker than ≈100 nm,
experimental signals collected via epi-fluorescence will display
poorer signal to background relative to those collected via
TIRF. Additionally, in such experiments, a wide-field rather
than a confocal approach may be employed to allow
simultaneous data collection from many single molecules.
Although this allows for good statistics and access to rare
events, it may further degrade signal to background in thick
samples through loss of confocality.
In molecular and polymeric supercooled liquids as well as in

other complex materials such as mesoporous silica materials,
single molecule experiments to explore host dynamics and/or
structure have primarily monitored probe rotation.4,13−32 Such
measurements record probe fluorescence in two orthogonal
polarizations that fluctuate in an anticorrelated manner in time
as the probe rotates in the sample plane. Autocorrelation
analysis of those varying intensities is typically used to assess
whether individual probe molecules experience multiple
dynamic environments, as well as to extract individual probe
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molecule’s average rotational correlation times that reflect the
local dynamics of the surrounding host.33

Previously, simulations have been employed to assess how
various experimental parameters, such as frame rate and
trajectory length, affect the accuracy of rotational correlation
time determination.17,34−36 Such studies revealed that for
typical experimental parameters, length of the recorded
trajectory was the dominant factor in the precision and
accuracy of rotational correlation time determination. Indeed,
for typical experimental trajectories, it was found that individual
molecules experiencing homogeneous rotational diffusion could
be mistaken for molecules experiencing heterogeneous
dynamics, and an ensemble of molecules experiencing identical
homogeneous rotational dynamics could be mistaken for a
heterogeneous population.34−36

In some previous studies of the effect of experimental
parameters on extracted correlation times, noise-free trajecto-
ries were employed whereas in others, experimentally
reasonable noise was added to the simulated trajectories.
However, no study to date has considered how particular types
and degree of noise may affect extracted information. Here, we
explicitly considered a number of sources of noise and data
processing effects on the extraction of dynamics through
autocorrelation function analysis. The optimal manner to treat
experimentally realistic single molecule fluorescence data is
presented. In particular, we find that for short trajectories with
low signal to background, applying a specific thresholding
technique yields optimal results. Moreover, this approach does
not have deleterious effects on any trajectories explored. These
techniques are relevant for any SM measurement in which
signal to noise is low and autocorrelation analysis is employed.

■ EXPERIMENT DETAILS

Although this work largely explored simulated data, to validate
the simulated data, comparisons with experiment were made.
The experiment was performed on N,N′-bis(2,5-tert-butylphen-
yl)-3,4,9,10-perylene dicarboximide (tbPDI, MW = 799.96 g/
mol) in an ortho-terphenyl (OTP) host as previously
described.18 In brief, the sample was spin-coated onto a native
oxide covered silicon wafer from a solution of 5.0 mg/mL OTP
in toluene impregnated with tbPDI such that the resultant
concentration of tbPDI in OTP was ≈10−10 M. The sample was
then placed into a cryostat and cooled to 254.5 K, 11.5 K above

the glass transition temperature of OTP. Data was collected
using a standard microscope in epi-fluorescence configuration
and an air-objective (NA = 0.75). On the detection side, a
Wollaston prism (Karl Lembrecht MWQ12-2) was used to
resolve orthogonal polarizations of fluorescence. An electron-
multiplying charge coupled device (EMCCD) camera (Andor
iXon DV887) recorded data at a frame rate of 5 Hz, resulting in
≈12 frames per median probe rotational correlation time.

Simulation Details. An ensemble of 500 molecules
displaying homogeneous rotational dynamics was the subject
of these simulations. Figure 1 displays the way in which
simulated data was constructed to best match experimental data
and then analyzed as if it were experimental data.
Rotational diffusion for each molecule was modeled as a

random walk of a vector on a sphere whose direction of
rotation was chosen arbitrarily and magnitude of rotation was
chosen from a Rayleigh distribution (Figure 1a). The vector
represents a fluorescent probe molecule’s transition dipole. The
characteristics of this random walk were given by a diffusion
coefficient related to the rotational correlation time, τset, set
equal to 100 steps. Trajectories of 10 000 time steps (or 100
τset) at either 100 points and 20 points per τset were simulated,
with the latter more similar to most reported experimental
conditions.
The vector orientation was then used to calculate the

expected fluorescence intensity in two orthogonal polarizations
as collected by an objective lens and measured by separate
detectors following relations proposed by Fourkas.37 For
simulations shown here, the numerical aperture was set to
0.75 to reflect experimental conditions. The two generated
trajectories were then scaled by dividing each by its mean value,
giving IL

bare(t) and IR
bare(t), as shown in Figure 1b.

To investigate the importance of trajectory length in these
simulations, as well as to test methods to identify photo-
bleaching in experimental data, an explicit bleach was added to
the simulations (Figure 1c). Fluorescence intensities of these
simulated molecules were left as nonzero until they had
progressed to either 25% or 75% from the beginning of the 100
τset length trajectories. After this time, the fluorescence intensity
was set to zero. This results in trajectory lengths of 25 τset or 75
τset, respectively, which are consistent with previously reported
experimental results.33

Figure 1. Approach to simulation, data construction, and data analysis. Molecules demonstrating homogeneous rotational diffusion were simulated
as an ensemble of vectors, representing molecular transition dipole moments, performing random walks on a sphere. (1) From a vector’s orientation,
relative fluorescence intensity in two orthogonal polarizations was calculated. (2) A simulated bleach was added at 25 or 75 τset to the simulated
trajectory by setting intensities in both channels to zero after this point. (3) A background signal B was added by vertically shifting the trajectories in
the y-direction. (4) Camera noise was added to the signal and background. At this point, as represented by the trajectory in the dashed rectangle,
data construction was complete and steps forward represent choices in data processing depicted by red numbers and discussed in this paper. These
steps include (5) background subtraction and (6) setting a threshold before calculating the linear dichroism and (7) its autocorrelation.
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Setting Signal to Background and Adding Noise. In
ideal conditions, when a probe rotates perpendicular to the
sample plane, blinks, or bleaches, a signal of zero is expected;
however, this is not seen experimentally. Instead it is nonzero,
due to photons from sources other than the probes of interest,
camera readout noise, and dark current. We define this intensity
as background (B). Because intensity of fluorescence of a
particular polarization for a molecule with a 1D transition
dipole undergoing rotation will vary between the background
level for a molecule fully out-of-plane and a maximal value
associated with an in-plane molecule of particular orientation,
we defined signal to background (SB) as the average intensities
before and after photobleaching via

= ̅ <
̅ >

I t t
I t t

SB
( )
( )

bleach

bleach (1)

To generate a simulated signal with similar noise and
background characteristics to the experimental signal, several
steps were taken. First, the bare intensity trace was divided into
two orthogonal components IL,R

bare(t) for left and right channels
via the Fourkas calculation37 (Figure 1b), and then both
intensity trajectories were scaled point-by-point by a constant A
(Figure 1c). The background constant B was then added to the
entirety of the trajectory (Figure 1d).

= +I t AI t B( ) ( )L,R
SB

L,R
bare

(2)

The scaling constant A is determined by eq 1 to be B(SB − 1).
Therefore, the noise-free intensity trajectories, IL,R

SB (t), were
expressed as

= − +I t B I t B( ) (SB 1) ( )L,R
SB

L,R
bare

(3)

At this point, the proper signal to background ratio was in
place but no noise had been added. As an approximation, the
camera noise (encompassing uncertainty due to photon
counting, EM gain and readout noise) was generated by
adding to each point in the trajectory a value picked from a
Gaussian distribution, P(σ) with a mean of 0 and standard
deviation (σ) of the square-root of twice that point’s intensity,
as shown in eq 438

σ= +I t I t P( ) ( ) ( )L,R L,R
SB

(4)

where σ = (2IL,R
SB (t))1/2. The generated intensity trajectories

were then scaled to be in units of electrons, as typically used in
data acquisition programs for EMCCD cameras.
To achieve intensity trajectories that were similar to those

obtained experimentally, initial guess B and SB values were
chosen based on examination of experimental trajectories, and
B and SB values were iterated until the distribution of linear
dichroisms,

=
−
+

I I
I I

LD ,L R

L R (5)

the observable typically analyzed in measurements of this type,
from simulation matched those from experiment. A B value of
180 and SB values of 1.2−1.3 matched experiment very well in
intensity and linear dichroism trajectories as well as in linear
dichroism distribution (Figure 2). We note that although SB is
a measure sometimes used to quantify the quality of single
molecule data,31 the values of B and SB used here can also be
translated to the more traditional measure of signal to noise via
eq 6:

= B
SN SB

2 (6)

For the values of B = 180 and SB = 1.2, SN = 11.
As can be seen in Figure 2a, decreasing SB values at fixed B

led to a clear decrease in LD distribution width. Conversely, for
a fixed SB, changes in B did not strongly affect the LD
distribution (Figure S1, Supporting Information). This occurs
because the SB value plays the dominant role in setting the
signal relative to the background that constricts the LD
compared to its full theoretical range spanning −1 to +1.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Data Treatment: Background Subtraction. Following

the addition of camera noise, the simulated trajectories bore
striking resemblance to measured trajectories, as can be seen in
Figure 2. Steps forward from this point (as shown in Figure 1f−
h and Figure 3) represent possible approaches to data
treatment and analysis to maximize accuracy and precision of
extracted rotational dynamics.
In treating wide-field epi-fluorescence data in the past,

background subtraction has been employed.33 Specifically,
average intensity in a circle surrounding the imaged feature to
be analyzed was used to approximate the background.
Removing this background allowed for the calculated linear
dichroism to span the range of −1 to +1 expected and removed
possible effects due to slowly fluctuating background over time

Figure 2. (a) Linear dichroism distributions for nonbackground
subtracted trajectories as a function of SB for B = 180. The distribution
becomes narrower as SB is decreased. The solid blue line corresponds
to an experimental linear dichroism distribution. (b) Intensity
trajectories in L and R polarizations and (c) linear dichroism trajectory
for a representative tbPDI molecule in OTP at 254.5 K. (d,e)
Analogous data generated by simulation with B = 180 and SB = 1.3.
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and/or inhomogeneous illumination of the sample. However,
background subtraction following this scheme was imperfect, as
was evidenced by the presence of background-subtracted
intensities that were negative and LD values outside the
range of −1 ≤ LD ≤ 1. To approximate the inaccuracies
inherent in background subtraction as performed on exper-
imental data, in previous simulations noise including that “due
to background subtraction” was added to simulated trajectories,
with 30% noise on the mean intensity considered appropriate.17

To explicitly reflect the experimental procedure for back-
ground subtraction, in this work, background signal was
simulated separately, having the same camera noise and EM
gain as the signal. This background trajectory was then
subtracted from the signal, which includes its own background
(Figures 1f and 3a). The added and subtracted background
trajectories differed because camera noise was chosen from a
Gaussian distribution at each point in both the signal and
background trajectories. In this paper, data was processed either
with no background subtraction, standard background sub-
traction, or smoothed background subtraction, in which a
running average of 50 frames was generated before subtracting
the background signal.
Figure 4 shows standard background subtracted LD

distributions for the same trajectories presented without
background subtraction in Figure 2. As with the nonback-
ground subtracted versions in Figure 2a, simulations with B =
180 and SB = 1.2 reproduced the LD distribution seen in a
typical experiment as shown in Figure 4a. As expected,
imperfect background subtraction led to LD values outside
the expected range of −1 ≤ LD ≤ 1. For B = 180 and SB varied
as in Figure 2, the general trend was opposite that seen in the
absence of background subtraction: here the smaller SB signals
at fixed B gave rise to the broader distributions with an
increased number of unphysical LD values. This occurred
because when a small signal sits on a large noise floor, errors in
removing that floor, which can only be approximated, are more
likely. At the B and SB values that most closely resembled our
experimental data (blue histogram in Figure 4a), we note that
in addition to a broad distribution of LD values, there was also
an accentuation of the peak at LD = 0 relative to that of the

noise-free analytical signal (black line in Figure 4a). This is
reflective of the intensities being distributed over a more
confined range when SB is small.
The noise-free analytical result in Figure 4a (as was also

shown in ref 17) looks similar to the highest SB situation
shown (SB = 2.0, red histogram), but does not closely resemble
either background subtracted (blue line in Figure 4a) or
nonbackground subtracted (blue line in Figure 2a) exper-
imental signal. The LD distribution for a set of simulations
previously explored, in which background noise was not
considered explicitly but was instead approximated, is also
shown in Figure 4a (green line).17 This LD distribution looks
similar to the B = 180 and SB = 1.5 situation (green histogram
in Figure 4a) but distinct from the lower SB situation that
closely resembles data presented here.

Data Treatment: Thresholding. Following photobleach-
ing, experimentally measured trajectories contain only back-
ground signal and noise. Automated identification of the time
of bleaching is important because it allows facile calculation of
the prebleaching trajectory length, information that is
important in the assessment of accuracy of extracted dynamics

Figure 3. Data treatment approaches. (a) Some generated simulated
intensity trajectories were subjected to background subtraction, as also
depicted in Figure 1f. Background signal was separately generated and
then subtracted from signal or smoothed and subtracted from signal.
(b) After possible background subtraction, some trajectories had a
horizontal or smoothed thresholding approach applied, as described in
the text.

Figure 4. (a) Linear dichroism distributions for background subtracted
trajectories as a function of SB and B. Colors of histograms correspond
to those in the main panel of Figure 2a. The blue line is the
background subtracted LD distribution of experimental data and, as in
Figure 2a, matches with the B = 180, SB = 1.2 simulation very well.
The black line is the analytical result for a noise-free simulation, and
the solid green line corresponds to a situation in which noise due to
background subtraction was estimated as 30% of the mean intensity of
the signal. Results represented by black and green lines were also
reported in reference 17. (b) Background-subtracted intensity
trajectories in L and R polarizations and (c) linear dichroism
trajectories for a representative tbPDI molecule in OTP at 254.5 K.
(d,e) Analogous data generated by simulation with B = 180 and SB =
1.3.
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from LD ACFs.34−36 Identifying bleaching time also allows data
points after the bleach, composed only of background and noise
that may degrade ACF quality, to be excluded from the ACF.
To identify bleaching time in an automated fashion, intensity
thresholding, which eliminates points from trajectories below a
certain intensity level, has been performed. While this is meant
to exclude points after bleaching, it may exclude other points in
the trajectory as well. In this work, we investigated the effects of
thresholding as depicted in Figures 1g and 3b.
When no thresholding was employed, the entire intensity

trajectories were used to form the linear dichroism trajectory. In
horizontal thresholding (upper panels in Figure 3b), the total
intensity from both fluorescence polarizations acted as the
reference trajectory. A horizontal value greater than the highest
value of this reference trajectory after photobleaching as
determined by visual inspection was chosen as the threshold.
The end of the trajectory was judged to occur at the last 10
continuous points of the reference trajectory above the
threshold, and all points thereafter were excluded. To attempt
to remove points associated with relatively long-lived low
intensity events such as photoblinking and persistent out-of-
plane orientation, points in which less than a tenth of the
reference trajectory’s points were above threshold over the next
250 frames were also excluded. For smoothed intensity
thresholding (lower panels in Figure 3b), the same procedure
was followed, but a running average of the total intensity served
as the reference trajectory. This approach led to more points
before the photobleach being retained.
Data Treatment: Constructing and Fitting the

Autocorrelation. In cases in which thresholding was
performed, following this step, the intensity trajectories were
converted to LDs. For those trajectories in which background
was subtracted, LD values outside the expected range of −1 ≤
LD ≤ 1 may appear (Figure 4). In low signal to noise
situations, as are commonly encountered in experiment, the
proportion of LD values outside the expected range may be
substantial, affecting the quality of the constructed ACF, to the
extent that including all LD points may prevent construction of
a fittable ACF. Thus, these values were set to +1 or −1 in
experimental data analysis and in simulations. For experimental
and simulated trajectories without explicit background
subtraction, no points outside the expected range were present
and no constriction of the LD trajectory was performed.
Following this, LD trajectories were autocorrelated via

= =
∑ ′ ′ +

∑ ′

= − ⟨ ⟩

′

′

C t
a t a t t

a t

a t t t

ACF ( )
( ) ( )

( )

where ( ) LD( ) LD( )

t

t
2

(7)

and then fit to stretched exponential decays given by

= τ− β
C t A( ) e t( / )fit (8)

using a least-squares fitting routine with the constraints 0.3 ≤ β
≤ 2.0 and 0.3 ≤ A ≤ 1.2. The fit was performed on the portion
of the ACF from t = 0 until C(t) decayed to 0.1. If the ACF did
not have at least five points in which it was greater than its
uncertainty (propagated from the standard deviation of LD
values for that time lag), the ACF was deemed unfittable. For
all fit ACFs, the average rotational correlation time, τc, was
extracted via τc = (τfit/β)Γ(1/β). Although it was shown
previously that for very short trajectories linear fitting of the
ACFs returned more accurate τc values,39 for simplicity, all

fitting in this paper was done to stretched or compressed
exponential decays. Although in these simulations all dynamics
were homogeneous and thus would be expected to be purely
exponential, the systems in which these analyses have been
performed are suspected of dynamic heterogeneity, as can be
captured with stretched exponential decays (β < 1), with the
deviation of β below one indicating degree of heterogeneity.
Short trajectories such as those analyzed here and measured in
experiments may be best fit by nonexponential decays even
when homogeneous dynamics are present for statistical
reasons.40

Rotational Correlation Time and Stretching Exponent
Accuracy and Precision. As mentioned above, short
trajectories of molecules exhibiting homogeneous rotational
diffusion with a given rotational correlation time will not
necessarily return the known correlation time and a β value of
1. This is in accordance with the expectation that the zero filling
effect will dominate the estimate of the correlation function for
short trajectories.35 Fluctuations in the correlation function that
consequently arise at long lag times affect the stretched
exponential fitting, leading to deviation of τc and β values
obtained from the true values.35

Distributions of obtained τc and β values for simulations of
noise- and background-free trajectories are shown as gray
histograms in Figures 5 and S2 (Supporting Information). All

results presented in this section are for simulations with 20
points/τset, and all results discussed were also found to hold at
100 points/τset. Consistent with previous results, the distribu-
tions were quite broad, with a standard deviation of 0.11 and
0.18 for log(τc) and 0.29 and 0.38 for β for the 75 and 25 τset
trajectory lengths, respectively. The distributions for a 1000 τset
trajectory, typically outside the range accessible by experimental
measurements, are also shown as black lines in Figure 5. These
distributions are much narrower than for the shorter
trajectories but still show noticeable finite trajectory length
effects.

Figure 5. Log τc and β distributions of a simulated data set obtained
with no thresholding. Distributions for noise-free trajectories are
shown in solid gray, with median values of those distributions depicted
by dashed lines. Histograms obtained from long trajectories (1000 τset)
are shown in black. Red, green, and blue correspond to nonback-
ground subtracted, background subtracted, and smoothed background
subtracted trajectories, respectively. Upper (lower) panels show the
distributions for 75 τset (25 τset) trajectories. The same data is shown in
separate panels in Figures S2 and S3 (Supporting Information) for
clarity.
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We next considered how log(τc) and β distributions change
for 75 and 25 τset trajectories for systems with signal and
background characteristics that were similar to those exhibited
by experimental data (B = 180, SB = 1.5) as a function of data
treatment approaches shown in Figure 3. The discussion here
particularly focuses on SB = 1.5 because it was found that data
processing often profoundly affected extracted data for SB ≤
1.5. In addition to the noise- and background-free results
described above, Figure 5 also shows histograms for the 75 and
25 τset trajectories without thresholding and with either no,
regular, or smoothed background subtraction. For the 75 τset
trajectories, the distributions of log(τc) were all quite similar to
each other, as well as to the noise-free limit. The β distributions
were also quite similar regardless of the choice of background
treatment; no background subtraction, standard background
subtraction and smoothed background subtraction. For the 25
τset trajectories, only the case with no data treatment (no
thresholding and no background subtraction) returns τc and β
distributions that approach those of the noise- and background-
free simulations. For both standard and smoothed background
subtraction, the resulting ACFs appear very stretched (see
example in Figure S6, Supporting Information). Examination of
individual ACFs reveals that due to inclusion of the
photobleached portions of the trajectory, the ACFs start at a
very low value, limiting the decay range to be fit. These slowly
decaying ACFs were preferentially best fit with stretched
exponentials with low β values that in turn returned
anomalously high τc values. Although it is not obvious from
the normalized plots shown in Figure 5, the total number of LD
ACFs that were fit also changed as a function of data treatment.
For the 25 τset trajectories with no data treatment (no
background subtraction and no thresholding), all 500 ACFs
were fit; however, only 233 of the possible 500 ACFs were fit
when background subtraction was employed.
Figure 6 shows the same set of background subtraction

approaches for data in which horizontal thresholding was
applied. Relative to the no thresholding approach results shown

in Figure 5, the distribution of obtained log(τc) and β values
deviated more relative to the noise- and background-free result,
with a long time tail in the log(τc) distribution and a very wide
range of β values, with a particular abundance of ACFs best fit
with β > 1.0. This effect is more obvious in the 25 τset
trajectories, though here the distributions do not vary much
with particular background subtraction technique unlike in the
no thresholding cases shown in Figure 5. The increased width
of the distributions and propensity for high β values in the fits
to ACFs of data with horizontal thresholding is related to loss
of points within the trajectory that occurs upon thresholding.
Although the threshold was put in place to remove points that
were likely due solely to noise, the fact that excluding these
points affected the measured τc and β distributions in a manner
that pushed them from the noise-free result shows that all these
points should not be excluded from the trajectories. The
thresholding that removed these points resulted in gaps in the
resulting trajectories, in turn yielding ACFs in which points at
both early and long time lags were less well sampled than
expected for a trajectory of given length. This resulted in an
earlier onset of oscillations in the ACF and a tendency for the
ACF decays to yield compressed exponential fits (see example
in Figure S6, Supporting Information). Data analysis employing
smoothed intensity thresholding did not suffer from the same
problems as horizontal intensity thresholding because it
retained many more points before the photobleach. As shown
in Figure 7, smoothed intensity thresholding appeared robust

across the different background subtraction approaches,
returning τc and β distributions that were similar to each
other and relatively well matched to the noise-free results for
the 75 τset trajectories. Unlike for the no thresholding case, for
the 25 τset trajectories all background subtraction approaches
also yielded reasonable τc and β distributions (Figure 7c,d).
Given that different SM experiments will have different signal

to background characteristics, in Figure 8, we compared a
subset including the most successful combinations of thresh-

Figure 6. Log τc and β distributions of the same simulated data set in
Figure 5 obtained with horizontal thresholding. Distributions for
noise-free trajectories are shown in solid gray, with median values of
these distributions depicted by dashed lines. Histograms obtained
from long trajectories (1000 τset) are shown in black. Red, green, and
blue correspond to nonbackground subtracted, background subtracted,
and smoothed background subtracted trajectories, respectively. Upper
(lower) panels show the distributions for 75 τset (25 τset) trajectories.
The same data is shown in separate panels in Figures S2 and S4
(Supporting Information) for clarity.

Figure 7. Log τc and β distributions of the same simulated data set in
Figure 5 obtained with smoothed thresholding. Distributions for noise-
free trajectories are shown in solid gray, with median values of these
distributions depicted by dashed lines. Histograms obtained from long
trajectories (1000 τset) are shown in black. Red, green, and blue
correspond to nonbackground subtracted, background subtracted, and
smoothed background subtracted trajectories, respectively. Upper
(lower) panels show the distributions for 75 τset (25 τset) trajectories.
The same data is shown in separate panels in Figures S2 and S5
(Supporting Information) for clarity.
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olding and background subtraction approaches for trajectories
with a fixed B value and varying SB from 1.0 to 3.0. In the
absence of any treatment of the data (no background
subtraction, no thresholding), for 75 τset trajectories, the
obtained median and standard deviation of distributions of both
log(τc) and β were quite similar to those expected in the
absence of noise at all values of SB. This was true of the other
approaches shown as well until the lowest SB probed (SB =
1.1), where there was an increase in standard deviation for all
approaches and a clear failure of the approach in which neither
background subtraction nor thresholding was performed. For
25 τset trajectories, greater deviations from the noise-free limits
were evident in all approaches, particularly at low SB, though
the background subtraction approach without thresholding
failed at all signal to noise levels, presumably because for these
short trajectories the long noise tail following the photobleach
coupled with the background subtraction that introduces
additional noise to the early portion of the trajectory resulted
in ACFs that were dominated by noise rather than the
rotational dynamics of the probe. Additionally, unlike for the
longer trajectories, performing ACF analysis with neither
background subtraction nor thresholding yielded poor results,
both limiting the number of ACFs that were fit (inset in Figure
8c) and decreasing accuracy and precision of extracted τc and β
values. Approaches employing smoothed thresholding did not
suffer as acutely even at the lowest SB values explored.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Previously, it was shown that experimentally realistic trajectory
length affects the ability to accurately and precisely obtain time
constants and stretching exponents from autocorrelations of
single molecule linear dichroism trajectories. In part because
autocorrelation analysis ameliorates effects of noise, whether
explicit noise and background further degrade ability to obtain
τc and β values and judge the homogeneity of single molecule
dynamics had not previously been investigated. Here, we
showed through simulations that data processing methods
meant to exclude noise from trajectories may have deleterious
effects. In particular, we demonstrated that for trajectories of
sufficient length and above a critical signal to background level,
data processing in the form of background subtraction and/or
thresholding does not improve the accuracy and precision of
extracted τc and β values relative to unprocessed data. In
shorter trajectories and at low SB values, where signal and noise
cannot be easily distinguished, background subtraction followed
by smoothed thresholding provided the optimal results.
Although initial assessment of each trajectory can be used to
direct data treatment choices on a trajectory to trajectory basis,
using smoothed thresholding for all trajectories may be
preferable to analyzing unprocessed data even for longer
trajectories with higher signal to background. This approach
does not show deleterious effects for any trajectories explored
here and allows for automated identification of bleaching time,
which, in turn, allows for facile exclusion of points after the
bleach as well as identification of relevant trajectory length.
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Figure 8. Median (filled squares, left axis) and standard deviations
(open triangles, right axis) of (a,b) log(τset) and (c,d) β distributions as
a function of SB at B = 180 for several data treatment approaches.
Panels a and c are for trajectories that are photobleached at 75 τset and
panels b and d for those photobleached at 25 τset. In all panels, data
treatment techniques are (red) no thresholding nor background
subtraction, (green) smooth thresholding and no background
subtraction, (blue) smoothed thresholding and background sub-
traction, and (cyan) no thresholding and background subtraction. In
all cases, the black dashed (dotted) line represents median (standard
deviation) for noise-free trajectories of that length. Inset shows the
percentage of ACFs fit for all data processing techniques for both the
75 τset (solid) and 25 τset (mesh) trajectories at SB = 1.1. No ACFs
were fit for the 25 τset trajectories with no thresholding but background
subtraction.
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